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M E A T
SCHAUBÜHNE-F.I.N.D

2014
240  Stunden Performance-Installation (Schweden)
von Thomas Bo Nilsson

¯1N �aW]�LWV¼\�TQSM�\PM�ZMÆMK\QWV��,WV¼\�TWWS�QV�\PM�UQZZWZ��1�LWV¼\�KIZM�®

In roter Tinte stand dieses Zitat in einem Schrank in der Wohnung 208 im Wohnblock Place Lucy in Montreal. Diese kleine Ein-
zimmerwohnung war für vier Monate der Lebensmittelpunkt von Eric Clinton Newman alias Luka Rocco Magnotta. Im Juni 2012 
wurde der kanadische Pornodarsteller und mutmaßliche Kannibale und Mörder nach einer internationalen Fahndung in einem 
1V\MZVM\KINu�QV�6M]S�TTV�^MZPIN\M\��-[�_QZL�^MZU]\M\��LI[[�MZ�PQV\MZ�LMU�MTNUQV�\QOMV�>QLMW�¯��4]VI\QK����1KM�8QKS®�[\MP\��LI[�LMV�
Mord und die Verstümmelung eines jungen Mannes zeigt.

)][OMPMVL�^WV�4]SI�5IOVW\\I�]VL�[MQVMV�bIPTZMQKPMV�7VTQVM�1LMV\Q\q\MV�\I]KP\�¯5-)<®�QV�[MQVM�4MJMV[_MT\�MQV��<PWUI[�*W�
Nilsson und sein Team haben im Studio der Schaubühne eine Installation aufgebaut, die für 240 Stunden Tag und Nacht begehbar 
sein wird. Die Installation beherbergt 60 Performer, die in einer fragmentierten Lebens- und Konsumwelt spielen. Teile der Instal-
lation werden im Internet live übertragen.

»ENGLISH«

240 hours performance installation (Sweden)
by Thomas Bo Nilsson

¯1N �aW]�LWV¼\�TQSM�\PM�ZMÆMK\QWV��,WV¼\�TWWS�QV�\PM�UQZZWZ��1�LWV¼\�KIZM�®

The quote above was found written in red ink on the inside of  a closet in apartment 208 on Place Lucy, Montreal. Apartment 208 
is a small one bedroom apartment and the place where Eric Clinton Newman, better known as Luka Rocco Magnotta, lived for 
four months. In June 2012, Canadian pornographic actor model and alleged cannibal killer Luka Magnotta was apprehended in 
an internet café in Berlin-Neukölln after an international manhunt. Luka is believed to be behind the 11-minute video entitled »1 
4]VI\QK����1KM�8QKS®�LMXQK\QVO�\PM�SQTTQVO�IVL�LQ[UMUJMZUMV\�WN �I�aW]VO�UIV��

Luka Magnotta’s life, including his self  created online identities, were the starting point for the exploration of  an entire lifeworld. 
Thomas Bo Nilsson and his team created a large scale installation in the Schaubühne Studio that will be running for 240 hours non-
stop day and night. The installation is inhabited by 60 performers, acting in a fragmented universe of  both living and commercial 
spaces. Parts of  the installation will be streamed online.
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„Ich bin im Theater 
– auch wenn es sich in diesem Moment nicht so an-

fühlt.

 (...) 

Die Welt von Luka Magnotta lässt mich nicht mehr 
los.“ 

2]TQIVM�4ټ�MZ��,MZ�.ZMQ\IO
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Ê;]LLMVTa�I�[PIJJa�K]Z\IQV�QV�\PM�JIKS�_PQX[�WXMV��[WUMJWLa�OZIJ[�aW]Z�_ZQ[\��
and you are pulled into the world of the show.“

Ê*M\_MMV�\PM�KWUUMZKQIT�^MV]M[�IZM�LIZS�;�5�JW]LWQZ[�IVL�[K]bba�WVM�ZWWU�IXIZ\UMV\[�ÅTTML�
with jaded Berliners.

?MJKIU[�IJW]VL��-^MZa_PMZM�aW]�TWWS�.IKMJWWS�Q[�WXMV��
<PM�ZM[QLMV\[�[KZWTT�IQUTM[[Ta��bWUJQM�TQSM�¹

4QV][�1OVI\Q][��*MZTQV�)Z\�4QVS



Ê-QVM�?MT\��QV�LMZ�[QKP�LMZ�/MZ]KP�VIKP�+PQVI�.WWL��
JMQ�MVLMV�6IOMT[\]LQW�+PMUQSITQMV�]VL�JQTTQOMV�8IZN�U[�

UQ[KP\�]VL�QV�QPZMZ�,M\IQTNZM]LM�[WOIZ�VWKP�LMV�+T]J�1VNMZVW��JMZ\ZQ�¹\ٺ

/MWZO�3I[KP��6IKP\SZQ\QS
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*W]\QY]M�*QIVKI�*IKSZWWU
Joel’s Bed

Photo: TBN
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3Q\KPMV
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*IZJQM¼[�.TI\
3Q\KPMV

Photo: TBN

Ê5IV�TMZV\�LQM�;\ZMQ\QOSMQ\MV�LMZ�8ZW\IOWVQ[\MV�SMVVMV��
QPZM�[KP_QMZQOMV�.IUQTQMV^MZPqT\VQ[[M��

LQM�<ZW[\TW[QOSMQ\��LQM�UQ\�)TSWPWT��/TQ\bMZSW[\�UMV�]VL�
der ständigen Verführbarkeit durch Sex betäubt werden soll.“

2]TQIVM�4ټ�MZ��,MZ�.ZMQ\IO



Ê;KZIUJTQVO�IZW]VL�\PQ[�[QU]TI\ML�[TQKM�WN�*MZTQV��
my own gruesome habits and eager impulsescome to the forefront. 

1�ÅMVL�¹

4QV][�1OVI\Q][��*MZTQV�)Z\�4QVS

You’re Next
*I\PZWWU����*TWWL

Photo: TBN
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Online-Sean Cody Photo: TBN
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Ê�°�]VL�IT[�QKP�UQ\�MQVMU�_MQ\MZMV�<aXMV�^WZ�[MQVMU�+WUX]\MZ�
– alle sind sie hier vernetzt über irgendein soziales Netzwerk – 

�JMZ�[MQV�8ZWÅT�I]N�LMU�,I\QVOXWZ\IT�/IaZWUMW�NIKP[QUXTM��[M\b\�[QKP��
_QM�[KPWV�^WZPMZ�I]N�.IKMJWWS��

die Durchkreuzung von realer und gefakter Welt auch virtuell fort.“

/MWZO�3I[KP��6IKP\SZQ\QS

<QU�.IJQIV�0WٺUIVV�I[�2WMT�*I]MZ�8PW\W"�:MJMKKI�5IVVQVW



*IZJQM�;_ITTW_[�IVL�2WMT�*IQMZ�?MJ�KPI\�8PW\W"�<*6
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?MJ�KPI\��*IZJQM�IVL�2WMT��8PW\W"�<*6
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Visits: 43.600

Germany: 56,91% 
Italy: 10,86 %

Denmark: 9,15% 
Iceland: 7,21% 
Austria: 6,63% 
Sweden: 6,71%

MEAT ONLINE

>>www.livemeat.tk<<

LIVE

MEAT

(^_^) 

(*_*) 



*WLW[�*]LM�,IZZMV��8M\MZ�/ZWWU��8PW\W"�/QIUIZKW�*ZM[ILWTI
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Ê�5IV�N�PT\�[QKP�_QM�MQV�VqKP\TQKPMZ�-QVJZMKPMZ�WLMZ�>WaM]Z��
der heimlich nach den Schätzen fremder Leute fahndet.“

;\MNIV�*WKS��,MZ�.ZMQ\IO

*WLW�>WQOP\��,IVQMT�5MZ\MV��0WUM�7ٻKM�8PW\W"�/QIVUIZKW�*ZM[ILWTI



DIE NACHBILDUNG EINER LEBENSWELT
6QT[�0IIZUIVV��,ZIUI\]ZO�IV�LMZ�;KPI]J�PVM�IU�4MPVQVMZ�8TI\b

Ê*I[QMZMVL�I]N �LMZ�4MJMV[_MT\�^WV�-ZQK�+TQV\WV�6M_UIV�ITQI[�4]SI�:WKKW�
5IOVW\\I��LM[�SIVILQ[KPMV�8WZVWLIZ[\MTTMZ[�]VL�U]\UI�TQKPMV�3IVVQJITMV�
]VL� 5�ZLMZ[�� LMZ� VIKP� MQVMZ� QV\MZVI\QWVITMV� .IPVL]VO� ����� QV� MQVMU�
1V\MZVM\KINu� QV�6M]S�TTV� ^MZPIN\M\�_]ZLM�� [\MTT\M� LQM� 1V[\ITTI\QWV� QV� PaXMZ-
ZMITQ[\Q[KPMZ� g[\PM\QS� LQM� ^WV�3WV[]U��7JMZÆqKPMVZMQbMV�� MUW\QWVITMZ�_QM�
J]KP[\qJTQKPMZ�>MZ_IPZTW[]VO�OMSMVVbMQKPVM\M�4MJMV[_MT\�]VL�LI[�=UNMTL�
5IOVW\\I[��N�Z�B][KPI]MZ�����;\]VLMV�<IO�]VL�6IKP\�JMOMPJIZ��VIKP�¹�

1VVMZPITJ�MQVMZ�^MZOTMQKP[_MQ[M�S]ZbMV�8ZWL]S\QWV[bMQ\�^WV����?WKPMV�OMT-
IVO�M[�LMU�<MIU�^WV�<PWUI[�*W�6QT[[WV��LI[�;KPI]J�PVMV�;\]LQW�QV�MQVM�
JQ[�QV[�STMQV[\M�,M\IQT�XMZNMS\�QV[bMVQMZ\M�3]V[\�?MT\�b]�^MZ_IVLMTV��JM[\M-
PMVL� I][� )XIZ\UMV\�:q]UMV�� MQVMZ� 6M]S�TTVMZ� ;PWXXQVOUITT�� MQVMZ� )T\�
*MZTQVMZ�3VMQXM��MQVMU�+PQVI�1UJQ[[��6IOMT[\]LQW�]VL�6IKP\KT]J�¹

DAS AUFLÖSEN DER KONVENTIONELLEN GRENZEN 
VON PUBLIKUM UND BÜHNE

,Z��*MVRIUQV�?QP[\]\b��<PMI\MZ_Q[[MV[KPIN\TMZ�IV�LMZ�.=�*MZTQV

Ê*MQ�5-)<�JMOMJMV�[QKP�LQM�B][KPI]MZ�QV�LQM�1V[\ITTI\QWV�MQVMZ�QTT][QWVqZMV�
0ITJ_MT\��,QM�JQ[�QV[�STMQV[\M�,M\IQT�IJOM[\QUU\M�]VL�I]N_MVLQO�OM[\IT\M\M�
1V[\ITTI\QWV� _QZL� b]� MQVMU�7Z\� LMZ� *MOMOV]VOMV"� *MOMOV]VOMV� b_Q[KPMV�
8MZNWZUMZV� ]VL� B][KPI]MZV�� b_Q[KPMV� LZIUI\Q[KPMV� .QO]ZMV� ]VL� QPZMV�
/q[\MV�� I]N � LMZ�;KP_MTTM� b_Q[KPMV�3]V[\� ]VL�4MJMV��6WZUMV�]VL�3WV-
^MV\QWVMV�LM[�[WbQITMV�=UOIVO[�[\MPMV� QV�LQM[MV�:q]UMV�b]Z�,Q[XW[Q\QWV�
]VL�_MZLMV�VM]�^MZPIVLMT\��:IPUMV�_MZLMV�JZ�KPQO�WLMZ��JMZTIOMZV�[QKP��
B][KPI]MZ�]VL�8MZNWZUMZ�[QVL�XMZUIVMV\�LIJMQ��QPZM�*MbQMP]VOMV�I]N �VM]M�
?MQ[M�I][b]PIVLMTV�¹

DIE ÖFFNUNG NEUER RÄUME IM 
GEGENWARTS THEATER

,Z��*MVRIUQV�?QP[\]\b��<PMI\MZ_Q[[MV[KPIN\TMZ�IV�LMZ�.=�*MZTQV

Ê?I[�5-)<�RMLWKP�^WV�LMV�JQ[PMZQOMV�)ZJMQ\MV�]V\MZ[KPMQLM\�Q[\�b_MQMZTMQ"�
MZ[\MV[�ÅVLM\�LQM�8MZNWZUIVKM�PQMZ�VQKP\�UMPZ�ITTMQV�QU�0QMZ�]VL�2M\b\��QV�LMV�
:q]UMV�LMZ�1V[\ITTI\QWV�[\I\\��[WVLMZV�b]OTMQKP�I]N �MQVMZ�b_MQ\MV�Zq]UTQ-
KPMV�-JMVM�QU�1V\MZVM\��b_MQ\MV[�OMP\�M[�]U�LI[�0MZ^WZJZQVOMV�VM]MZ�3WTTMS-
\Q^M��LQM�[W_WPT�QV�LMZ�8MZNWZUIVKM�[MTJ[\�IT[�I]KP��JMZ�[WbQITM�6M\b_MZSM�QU�
6M\b�MV\[\MPMV�S�VVMV�
*MQ�5-)<�JMÅVLM\�[QKP�QV�RMLMU�LMZ����:q]UM�MQVM�?MJKIU��LQM�*QTLMZ�
LMZ�8MZNWZUIVKM�TQ^M�QV[�1V\MZVM\��JMZ\ZqO\��B]U�IVLMZMV�PI\�RMLM�I]N\ZM\MVLM�
.QO]Z�MQV�M`\ZI�MQVOMZQKP\M\M[�.IKMJWWS�8ZWÅT�IVOMTMO\�]VL�Q[\�_qPZMVL�LMZ�
8MZNWZUIVKM�QV�+PI\Zq]UMV�IS\Q �̂�,QM[�N�PZ\�LIb]��LI[[�LQM�*MOMOV]VOMV�
b_Q[KPMV�B][KPI]MZV�]VL�.QO]ZMV�I]KP�VIKP�LMU�)]ٺ�PZ]VO[JM[]KP�_MQ\-
MZ� [\I\\ÅVLMV�� QVLMU�[QM� M\_I� QV�+PI\ZWWU[�WLMZ�XMZ�.IKMJWWS� QV\MV[Q^QMZ\�
_MZLMV�S�VVMV��_I[�QV[WNMZV�JMUMZSMV[_MZ\�Q[\��IT[�5-)<�I]N �̂ WTTSWUUMV�
VM]M�?MQ[M�LI[�1V\MZVM\�QU�<PMI\MZ�b]�V]\bMV�^MZ[\MP\�]VL�LQM�>MZ_WJMV-
PMQ\�^WV�.QS\QWV�]VL�:MITQ\q\�VQKP\�ITTMQV�QU�*�PVMVZI]U��[WVLMZV�I]N �LI[�
ITT\qOTQKPM�4MJMV�[MTJ[\��JMZ\ZqO\��?MVV�UIV�IT[�B][KPI]MZ�[QKP�I]KP�<IOM�
[Xq\MZ�VWKP�LIJMQ�MZ\IXX\�QV�LMV�[WbQITMV�6M\b_MZSMV��[MQVM�VM]MV�Ê.ZM]VLM¹�
^WV�5-)<�b]�JM[]KPMV�WLMZ�I]N �LMZ�TQ^M[\ZMIU��?MJ[Q\M�VIKP[KPI]\��_I[�
UWUMV\IV�QV�LMZ�1V[\ITTI\QWV�XI[[QMZ\��[W�_QZL�PQMZ�I]N �JM[WVLMZ[�QV\MTTQOMV\M�
?MQ[M� ]V[MZ� ^WU� 1V\MZVM\� OMXZqO\M�)TT\IO� ZMÆMS\QMZ\� ]VL� QV� ;bMVM� OM[M\b\��
,QM�3WTTMS\Q^M��LQM�LQM�)ZJMQ\MV�^WV�<PWUI[�*W�6QT[[WV�]VL�[MQVMU�<MIU�
PMZ^WZJZQVOMV��[QVL�LIPMZ�VQKP\�ITTMQV�[WbQITM�WLMZ�QV\MZ[]JRMS\Q^M�3WTTMS\Q^M�
QU�;QVVM�MQVMZ�^MZ[KP_WZMVMV�/MUMQV[KPIN\�^WZ�7Z\�WLMZ�MQVM[�[WbQITMV�6M\-
b_MZS[�JMQ�.IKMJWWS��,QM�3WTTMS\Q^M�LQM�PQMZ�MV\[\MPMV��[QVL�LIZ�JMZ�PQVI][�
3WTTMS\Q^M�b_Q[KPMV�5MV[KPMV�]VL�)S\IV\MV�QU�;QVVM�*Z]VW�4I\W]Z[�·�^MZ-
_WJMVM�]VL�̂ MZ_WZZMVM�*MbQMP]VOMV�b_Q[KPMV�,QVOMV��8MZ[WVMV��\MKPVQ[KPMV�
)XXIZI\MV�]VL�5MLQMV��b_Q[KPMV�]V\MZ[KPQMLTQKPMV�1LMV\Q\q\MV�]VL�5�OTQ-
KPSMQ\MV� ITT\qOTQKPMV� 4MJMV[�� b_Q[KPMV� M\IJTQMZ\MV� 6WZUMV�� :WTTMVJQTLMZV��
3WV^MV\QWVMV�]VL�:IPUMV�¹

MEAT 
AUS SICHT DER THEATERWISSENSCHAFT

?IZMUJW]ZO�ÆI\�,MV^MZ�8PW\W"�/QIUIZKW�*ZM[ILWTI
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„���IT[�5-)<�I]N�^WTTSWUUMV�VM]M�?MQ[M�LI[�1V\MZ-
net im Theater zu nutzen versteht und die Verwoben-
PMQ\�^WV�.QS\QWV�]VL�:MITQ\q\�VQKP\�ITTMQV�QU�*�P-
VMVZI]U��[WVLMZV�I]N�LI[�ITT\qOTQKPM�4MJMV�[MTJ[\�

überträgt.“

���OMTIVO�M[�LMU�<MIU�^WV�<PWUI[�*W�6QT[[WV��LI[�
Schaubühnen-Studio in eine bis ins kleinste Detail per-
NMS\�QV[bMVQMZ\M�3]V[\�?MT\�b]�^MZ_IVLMTV��JM[\MPMVL�
I][�)XIZ\UMV\�:q]UMV��MQVMZ��6M]S�TTVMZ��;PWXXQVO-
UITT��MQVMZ�)T\��*MZTQVMZ�3VMQXM��MQVMU�+PQVI�1UJQ[[��

Nagelstudio und Nachtclub.“
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Ê,QM�4]N\�Q[\�[\QKSQO��LQM�:q]UM�MVO��

5IV�[\MQO\��JMZ�I]N�LMU�*WLMV�TQMOMV�OMJTQMJMVMV�.]UUMT�]VL�^WZJMQ�IV�MQVMZ�
IXI\PQ[KPMV�R]VOMV�.ZI]��LQM�I]N�MQVMV�+WUX]\MZJQTL[KPQZU�[\IZZ\�¹

-JMZPIZL�;XZMVO��,M]\[KPTIVLN]VS



<PWUI[��KIV�aW]�\MTT�][�IJW]\�5-)<��IVL�PW_�Q\�KIUM�IJW]\�I[�XIZ\�WN �
;KPI]J�PVM¼[�XZWOZIUUQVO'

THOMAS BO NILSSON: The point of  departure for devel-
oping the concept behind MEAT was the porn actor, escort and 
alleged cannibal killer Luka Magnotta, who was apprehended in 
a Berlin Internet café in June 2012 after a four day international 
manhunt. I live right by the café where he was caught, and I sup-
pose being so close to brutality, both geographically and by mov-
ing in some of  the same circles, sparked an interest in the case.

When Magnotta was caught, images of  his Montreal apart-
ment were released in the press and on the Internet. Julian Wolf  
Eicke, with whom I collaborate on set design, drew my attention 
to this. It was a small, one room apartment, containing just a 
table, a chair, and a blood-stained bed above which Magnotta 
had pinned a Casablanca poster. When I develop a concept, I 
start from the set or the room. For several years I have worked 
_Q\P�M`Q[\QVO�J]QTLQVO[� \PI\�PI^M�JMMV�ZMLMÅVML�IVL� QVPIJQ\ML�
by performers. For MEAT we wanted to build a completely con-
structed universe in a neutral space.

I was invited to present an inhabited performance installation in 
Schaubühne as a part of  the F.I.N.D festival. MEAT covers the 

entire surface of  one of  the stages in the theater and contains, 
among other settings, an exact replica of  Magnotta’s apartment.

MEAT will run for 240 hours nonstop and be inhabited by over 
60 performers, including myself  and my closest collaborators. 
The audience can enter the installation at any time, day and 
night, and the installation will also be live-streamed.

CANNIBAL KILLERS, BACKROOMS &  SKYPE SEX
Interview  for 032c

TRAILER AND FILM 

BY THOMAS BO NILSSON & MATT LAMBERT

MEAT is an upcoming theater-art installation by Swedish artist and set designer THOMAS BO NILSSON. Ex-
XTWZQVO�\PM�V]IVKM[�IVL�I\UW[XPMZM[�WN �[M`]IT�QLMV\Q\a�WVTQVM�IVL�Wٺ��\PM�����PW]Z�TWVO�XMZNWZUIVKM�_I[�QVQ-
\QITTa�[M\�Wٺ�Ja�\PM�[\WZa�WN �4]SI�5IOVW\\I��\PM�XWZV�IK\WZ��M[KWZ\��IVL�ITTMOML�KIVVQJIT�SQTTMZ�_PW�_I[�IXXZM-
hended in a Berlin Internet café in 2012. It will open at Berlin’s Schaubühne theater on April 3, 2014 as part of  
\PM�.M[\Q^IT�WN �1V\MZVI\QWVIT�6M_�,ZIUI��.�1�6�,���.WZ�\PM�XZWRMK\��6QT[[WV�KWTTIJWZI\ML�_Q\P�IZ\Q[\�ÅTUUISMZ�
MATT LAMBERT on a teaser video that premieres here. It is an intimate portrait of  just one of  MEAT’s many 
KPIZIK\MZ[�����K�[XWSM�_Q\P�4IUJMZ\�IVL�6QT[[WV�TMILQVO�]X�\W�\PM�^QLMW¼[�XZMUQMZM�
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0W_�Q[�\PM�\PMI\MZ�KPIVOQVO�QV�\PM�LQOQ\IT�IOM'

TBN: Online life actually functions as a platform for perfor-
mance and theater. The play can be experienced online directly, 
and the characters are crafted similarly to how one is creating 
oneself  and an online personality. Rumor has it that Luka Mag-
notta had over 70 Facebook accounts all showing him from the 
angle he chose. The characters of  MEAT are created in a similar 
way. They are all intact with online accounts, self-portraits, and 
video clips.

0W_�LQL�\PM�KWTTIJWZI\QWV�JM\_MMV�aW]�\_W�KWUM�IJW]\'

MATT LAMBERT: This past year I’ve been focused on an 
M^WT^QVO� I� JWLa� WN � XPW\WOZIXPa� IVL� ÅTU�_WZS� \PI\� ITT� [\MU[�
from an inquiry into youth sexuality and identity in relation to 
digital culture. This interconnected series led to “cam models” 
IVL�I�\ZQTWOa�WN �ÅTU[�IJW]\�XMWXTM�_WZSQVO�QV�XWZV��WZ�ZI\PMZ�
people whose sense of  their own commodity value had been 
made manifest through paid live-sex chat rooms or by appearing 
QV�\PM�M^MZ�ZMILa�[\ZMIU�WN �XWZV�ÅTU[�\PI\�TQ^M�WV�\PM�VM\��<PM�
other work I’ve been doing has been based around the minu-
tiae of  Berlin life. When Thomas got in touch it seemed liked a 
dream collaboration.

<*6"�.ZWU�IV�MIZTa�[\I\M�1�_IV\ML�\PM�XZWRMK\�PI^M�I�ÅTUQK��aM\�
nonlinear narrative. I was familiar and interested in Matt’s work 
and very curious of  what we could develop in a collaboration. 
?M�KWUM�NZWU�LQٺMZMV\�IZ\Q[\QK�LQ[KQXTQVM[�_PQTM�W]Z�_WZS�Q[�WN-
ten based around similar topics.

?PI\�ZWTM�LWM[�*MZTQV�XTIa�I[�I�JIKSLZWX�QV�\PM�XZWRMK\'

TBN: For MEAT, we wanted to create a completely constructed 
]VQ^MZ[M�QV�I�VM]\ZIT�[XIKM��\PI\�Q["�VW\�I[�[Q\M�[XMKQÅK�I[�Ua�XZM-
vious work. But Berlin is where we live and work, so the installa-
tion we’re building is inspired by spaces we’ve encountered here. 
5WZM�IVL�UWZM�_M�LQL�ÅVL�W]Z[MT^M[�UISQVO�ZMNMZMVKM[�\W�\PM�
area where Schaubühne is situated as well as taking our perform-

ers to places like Tabasco and Blue Boy Bar in Schöneberg.

Tabasco is a seedy old Kneipe with the slogan “Men meet boys, 
boys meet men” and delivers an insight in the rent boy world 
of  Berlin. We’ve invited these chosen Berlin institutions to co-
direct our actors, delivering insight into dark corners of  Berlin 
that might not be known to everyone.

ML: These were exactly the sorts of  places that have infused my 
work for quite some time. When we were discussing the project I 
really connected with precisely this concept of  a completely con-
structed universe, and by extension, the interrogation of  the re-
production of  the “real.” Magnotta’s case bears all the marks of  
someone fascinated and fractured by the reproduction of  him-
self, reproducing in reality a deviant fantasy and then attempting 
to control the reproduction and dissemination of  that act, to sus-
tain the act over time, by having it become a mass-media story. 

That seeming moment of  visibility, that feeling of  release from 
control, albeit temporary, over something that made him passive, 
was fanned by his very publicly mailing body parts to high-atten-
tion recipients, to parliament and to schools, staggered to arrive 
across a spaced-out intervals of  time and underpinned by threats 
to kill again. His was an attempt to manipulate attention. For 
me the location of  his interception was intriguing not so much 
because of  where it was but because of  what he was doing there.
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<MTT�][�IJW]\�\PM�;Xq\SI]N �C¹TI\M�VQOP\�[PWXºE���1V\MZVM\�KINu�NMI\]ZML�
QV�\PM�^QLMW��

TBN: I found the place about two years ago when I moved to 
Berlin. It’s small Spätkauf, where you have to open a door dis-
guised as a shelf  to reach the Internet café. The room hiding 
behind contains a small bar, some gambling machines, and 
M^MV�N]Z\PMZ�JIKS�Q[�I�[UITT�ZWWU�_Q\P�Å^M�KWUX]\MZ[�QV�I�ZW_�

1� [XMV\� \QUM� \PMZM�WN\MV�_PMV� 1�LQLV¼\�PI^M�I�ÅZU�XTIKM� \W�
TQ^M�IVL�VMMLML�\W�][M�I�KWUX]\MZ��<PM�XTIKM�Q[�ÅT\Pa��L][\a��
[UWSa��IVL¸Y]Q\M�]VM`XMK\MLTa¸ZMMS[�WN �[M`��?PMV�1�ÅZ[\�
visited an older man was sitting next to me watching porn 
with a hand on his crotch while I was paying my bills. The 
[\aTM�WN �\PM�XTIKM��\PM�ÅT\P��IVL�\PM�[\ZIVOM�QV\QUIKa�LQZMK\Ta�
related to the feeling of  the show. It became the starting point 
for the development of  the project’s look.

ML: Intimacy, its nuances and the challenge of  depicting 
them in a truthful way drives a lot of  my thinking creatively—
both in terms of  working with actors and the type of  images I 
want to make. I’ve explored bedrooms and catacombs, grave-
yards and club toilets—an amalgamation of  the everyday and 
the unexpected—as sites that host moments of  intimacy that 
aren’t often depicted. So when we discussed the Spätkauf  and 
the characters who inhabit it, it felt like a space that belonged 
in that category. The mix of  lives and needs and urges and 
NMIZ[�KZIUXML�QV\W�\PQ[�ÅT\Pa�KTI][\ZWXPWJQK�QV\QUIKa�\PI\�Q[�
so raw because of  its sexuality and, in a way I suppose, context 
of  violence.

0W_�LW�aW]�[MM�[M`]IT� QLMV\Q\a�KPIVOQVO�I[�_M�UW^M�JM\_MMV�WV��IVL�
WټQVM�MVKW]V\MZ['�

TBN: Cruising and sexual encounters with strangers is not 
new, though with modern technology it has become more ac-
cessible. Now one can hook-up and end up in a stranger’s bed 
without a previous encounter. One can craft what identity one 
is displaying on these forums and when it doesn’t lead to the 
desired result (getting lucky), one can edit it. That’s more dif-
ÅK]T\�QV�ZMIT�TQNM�

ML: This is something I’ve been exploring in my work from 
simply speaking with random hook ups right through to es-
corts, performers and porn actors. The idea of  a digital per-
sona is one that fascinates me. There’s a fragmentation and 
Æ]QLQ\a� \W� QLMV\Q\a� \PI\�_M� ITT� R]OOTM� WV� I� LIa�\W�LIa� JI[Q[��
Anonymity is still possible if  you want it, but once you give it 
up it’s hard to get back. Many of  my friends and subjects have 
conceded this and even myself  with my work have accepted 
that a purely private persona is no longer possible if  I want 
to be honestly expressive. The danger of  this is the risk of  
corrupting the authenticity of  intimate moments. However, it 
can also lead to more direct and focused encounters as we’re 
all learning to hone in on our preferences and notions of  self.

(...)

.]TT�QV\MZ^QM_�\W�JM�NW]VL�WV����K�KWU



����0W]Z[�4I\MZ"�<PM�5-)<�,MJZQMÅVO
Ja�

2W[MXP�8MIZ[WV�NWZ�<PM�6MMLTM�*MZTQV

A 240-hour project, running 24/7 over ten days, MEAT was an 
immersive space: you enter through the door of  the Schaubüh-
ne‘s studio and into a claustrophobic hyper-reality, 600 square 
meters of  adjacent rooms. Through the door of  a shabby bar, 
aW]�MUMZOM� QV\W� \PM�UM\QK]TW][Ta� ZMKZMI\ML�ÆI\�WN � IV�IKK][ML�
killer. Next door is a pole-dancing night club, then through an-
other door there’s a nail salon, a hotel where you rent a room by 
the hour, a Späti (24-hour shop), and a Chinese restaurant run 
by Japanese androids.

The labyrinth is populated by actors playing type-cast characters: 
dominatrix, rent-boy, Madame, cleaning lady, shop owner, cos-
metician, masked man, greaser. All look rather sun-deprived and 
LZIQVML��-IKP�PI[�I�.IKMJWWS�XZWÅTM�IVL�\ZQM[�\W�NZQMVL�aW]��1\¼[�
hard to get under the skin of  these people. Even the lap dances 
they perform upstairs don’t go 
very far (after all, it’s an instal-
lation where you are on live 
video the whole time). But like 
.IKMJWWS�� \PM� []XMZÅKQIT�� \PM�
impressionistic, was strangely 
compulsive and addictive. I 
knew people who ended up 
going to MEAT almost every 
night, losing sleep, missing the 
personalities inside when back 
in ‘Berlin’, and ultimately 
despairing once the installa-
tion sold out, even in the wee 
hours, with long lines of  hope-
ful wait-listers forming at 5am 
for a peek.

I happened to be sitting in the Schaubühne’s café after a perfor-
mance last Sunday night, when a crowd of  MEAT actors came 
pouring in. I had only ever met them in-character inside. The 
project had just ended: their universe had imploded. Gaby, who 
played a jolly but simple-minded cleaning lady, approached my 
table.  I remembered her dragging her vacuum cleaner through 
the virtual strip club, and how she had showed me her book of  
animal photos on the sofa of  a bric-a-brac apartment (where, 
her roommate Robin lay curled up in a corner, his nose broken 
by neo-Nazi thugs). She stretched out her hand, and said, ‘I just 
want to tell you my real name. I can’t tell you how great it is just 
to say it out loud’.

Meanwhile, the other MEAT characters crowd around the bar, 
order beers, and start dancing wildly. They need massive release. 
I approach them, and am surprised that they remember me, our 
conversations inside, and how they too feel the strong need to 

introduce themselves out-of-character.
They unload how very strange it is to relate to the rediscovered 
‘reality’ of  Berlin, and how utterly traumatic they found the de-
struction of  MEAT’s world.  Some of  the actors commuted to 
the installation, but many slept, ate and worked the whole 240 
hours inside. What struck me, too, was the way the actors were 
re-introducing themselves to each other, almost like strangers. 
After all those hours in-character, they had trouble remembering 
the ‘real’ names of  those they had met pre-show in rehearsals 
when out-of-character. How do you feel when you have been 
relating intimately to someone for 240 hours and need to be re-
minded of  their ‘real’ name?

Soon, we are all piling into taxis, and descend on Kumpelnest 
3000, one of  Berlin’s trashiest, most David Lynchian, spaces, 

inhabited by a motley mix 
of  escorts, married men on 
the down-low, arty types, and 
burnt-out drag queens. It is 
the kind of  space that the in-
stallation was trying to repro-
duce. And then, suddenly, in 
walk twenty actors, fresh from 
MEAT, who are the hyper-
real versions of  the denizens 
of  the bar.

As a pole-dancer moves her 
bare hips and kisses the oth-
er girls, and our drag queen 
ÆI[PM[� W]\� IKZW[[� \PM� LIVKM�

ÆWWZ��\PM�\QZML�JIZ�KZW_L�[MMU[�IK\Q^I\ML�� RWQV�QV��\PMQZ�LZMIZa�
lives made suddenly cinematographic. We all group hug outside, 
going our separate ways after what is an intense night for me, 
and incomparably intense for the others who are experiencing 
a remarkable and potentially traumatic denouement from their 
time inside the studio. Then, to my surprise, the local, ‘real’ 
versions of  the actors come outside to join in with the sudden 
embrace: Berlin’s actual underbelly, I suspect normally inured 
to such emotional outbursts, reaching out to that of  the actors. 
)V�WTL�UIV��QV�I�aMTTW_ML�ÅN\QM[�[]Q\�_Q\P�I�KQOIZM\\M�J]ZVQVO�\W�
PQ[�ÅVOMZ[�� KZWIS[� I\�UM"� »?PW�IZM�aW]'¼�)VL� 1� [PZ]O�� ITUW[\�
ashamed, ‘Actors’.

<PM�6MMLTM�_I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�\W�XZM^QM_�\PM�M^MV\��ZMIL�PMZM���I[�XIZ\�
WN �\PM�.16,�NM[\Q^IT�JTWO��6W_�_M¼L�TQSM�\W�[PIZM�W]Z�»LMJZQMÅVO¼�
interviews with the director and some of  the actors, on what it 
is like to strike the set and return to ‘Berlin’ after such an intense 
time away.

<PM�UW[\�\ITSML�IJW]\�QV[\ITTI\QWV�WN �\PM�aMIZ�QV�*MZTQV�PI[�JMMV�5-)<��
directed by Thomas Bo Nilsson.

8PW\W"�5WTTa�:QI�;KPQVLTMZ�Ja�4QV][�1OVI\Q][�*MZTQV�)Z\�4QVS
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�1�SVM_�XMWXTM�_PW�MVLML�]X�OWQVO�\W�5-)<�ITUW[\�M^MZa�VQOP\�
�TW[QVO�[TMMX��UQ[[QVO�\PM�XMZ[WVITQ\QM[�QV[QLM�_PMV�JIKS�QV�»*MZTQV¼��IVL�

]T\QUI\MTa�LM[XIQZQVO�WVKM�\PM�QV[\ITTI\QWV�[WTL�W]\��
M^MV�QV�\PM�_MM�PW]Z[��_Q\P�TWVO�TQVM[�WN�PWXMN]T�_IQ\�TQ[\MZ[�NWZUQVO�I\��IU�

for a peek.”

+M[IZM�*MVMLM\\Q���2]IV�+WZ-
res Benedito as the Lucky Star 

dancers Danillo & Denver
8PW\W"�4QV][�1OVI\Q][�*MZTQV�

)Z\�4QVS



THOMAS BO NILSSON 
Director of  MEAT

2W[MXP"�0W_�LQL�aW]�NMMT�_PMV�\PM�����PW]Z[�WN �\PM�5-)<�QV[\ITTI\QWV�
ÅVITTa�KIUM�\W�IV�MVL�WV�;]VLIa'

Thomas: Here, I want to refer to a text written by one of  the 
actors, Ming Poon. It describes very well how it feels to end the 
show:

����1V�\PW[M�ÅVIT�UQV]\M[�WN �»5-)<¼��I[�Q\�[TW_Ta�KIUM�\W�Q\[�MVL��JZMI\P-
QVO�Q\[�TI[\�JZMI\P��Q\�[MMUML�TQSM�1�PI^M�JMMV�\W]KPML�Ja�I�[MV[M�WN �OZIKM��)�
OZIKM�\PI\�_I[�VW\�LQ^QVM�J]\�X]ZMTa�P]UIV��*ZWSMVTa�P]UIV��1V�\PW[M�TI[\�
UQV]\M[�WN �\PM�XMZNWZUIVKM��_PMV�\PMZM�_MZM�VW�TWVOMZ�IVa�[XMK\I\WZ[�QV�\PM�
ZWWU��MIKP�WN �][�_I[�TMN\�ITWVM�\W�JQL�W]Z�W_V�NIZM_MTT[�\W�\PM�XMZNWZUIVKM�
IVL�\W�W]Z�KPIZIK\MZ[��?M�]VLMZ[\WWL�\PI\�_PI\�_M�OI^M�TQNM�\W����LIa[�IOW�
U][\�VW_�KWUM�\W�IV�MVL��)[�1�TWWSML�WV�2WMT¼[�TQNMTM[[�JWLa�JMNWZM�UM��1�_I[�
ZMUQVLML�\PI\�Ua�W_V�KPIZIK\MZ�_W]TL�IT[W�JMKWUM�I�XQMKM�WN �UMI\�_Q\PW]\�
TQNM��1V�NIK\��1�U][\�VW_�KWVNZWV\�IVL�KWUM�\W�\MZU[�_Q\P�Ua�W_V�KPIZIK\MZ¼[�
LMI\P��1V�I�LQٺMZMV\�ZWWU�[WUM_PMZM��[WUMWVM�Q[�[QVOQVO�,WVVI�;]UUMZ¼[�
»4I[\�,IVKM¼��1\�[W]VLML�[W�NIZI_Ia��TQSM�Q\�_I[�NZWU�IVW\PMZ�_WZTL��)VL�
\PI\�_WZTL�KW]TL�VW\�\W]KP�UM��)\�TMI[\�VW\�NWZ�VW_��?PQTM�\PI\�_WZTL�_I[�
[QVOQVO�IVL�LIVKQVO��1�_I[�NZWbMV�_Q\PQV�\PQ[�[][XMVLML�UWUMV\�I[�1�KWV-
\MUXTI\ML�\PM�MVL�WN �\PQVO[��4M^QV¼[�PIVL�_I[�OMV\Ta�[\ZWSQVO�2WMT¼[�JWLa��I[�
QN �\W�[Ia"�LWV¼\�TMI^M�[W�[WWV��[\Ia�R][\�I�_PQTM�TWVOMZ��1�\WW�_I[�ZMT]K\IV\�\W�
TM\�Ua�»2WMT¼�OW��1�_IV\ML�\W�TQ^M�I�TQ\\TM�TWVOMZ��\W�KWV\QV]M�Ua�[\WZa�I�TQ\\TM�
TWVOMZ��1N � \PM�XMZNWZUIVKM�_MZM� \W�OW�WV��1�UQOP\�PI^M� NW]VL�PIXXQVM[[��1�
UQOP\�TMI^M�QV�[MIZKP�WN �I�JM\\MZ�TQNM��1�UQOP\�UISM�VM_�NZQMVL[�WZ�TMIZV�\W�
TW^M�\Z]Ta�IVL�ÅMZKMTa��*]\�WJ^QW][Ta�ITT�\PQ[�_W]TL�VW\�PIXXMV��1\�ITT�PIL�\W�
MVL�\WVQOP\�����QV^MV\ML�TQ^M[�KIUM�\W�IV�MVL�\PI\�VQOP\��?M�[PIZML�I�KWT-
TMK\Q^M�[MV[M�WN �LM[\QVa�IVL�ÅVITQ\a��1\�_I[�I�\ZMUMVLW][�NMMTQVO��<PMZM�_I[�
\W\IT�[QTMVKM��;WUM�KZQML��[WUM�[\IZML��[WUM�[\WWL�\ITT��[WUM�PMTL�PIVL[��[WUM�
KWTTIX[ML��[WUM�[UQTML��)VL�ITT�\PM�_PQTM��\PM�LIVKMZ[�_MZM�OaZI\QVO�\PMQZ�PQX[�
N]ZQW][Ta��\ZaQVO�\W�[Y]MMbM�W]\�M^MZa�ZMUIQVQVO�LZWX[�WN �[MV[]ITQ\a�KWV\IQVML�
_Q\PQV�\PMQZ�JWLQM[��?Q\PW]\�IVa�W]\[QLM�[XMK\I\WZ[��_M�JMKIUM�\PM�WVTa�_Q\-
VM[[�\W�MIKP�W\PMZ¼[�[QTMV\�LM[QZM[�IVL�PWXM[��?M�_MZM�\PM�TI[\����[XMK\I\WZ[��
<PMZM�_I[�]T\QUI\MTa�[WUM\PQVO�\W]KPQVOTa�JMI]\QN]T�IJW]\�[MMQVO�MIKP�WN �][�
KWVNZWV\�W]Z�KPIZIK\MZ¼[�LMI\P��8MZPIX[�JMKI][M�LMI\P�Q[�IT_Ia[�I�^MZa�QV\Q-
UI\M�IVL�XMZ[WVIT�IٺIQZ��WZ�XMZPIX[�JMKI][M�_M�_MZM�[\ZQXXML�WN �W]Z�^IVQ\QM[�
IVL� []XMZÅKQIT� \ZIXXQVO[� QV� \PM� NIKM� WN � LMI\P�� 1V� \PI\�UWUMV\�� 1� ZMITQ[ML�
\PI\�]T\QUI\MTa�_M�_MZM�ITT�R][\�I�XQMKM�WN �UMI\��9]QM\Ta��1�[TQXXML�W]\�WN �\PM�
ZWWU�[W�I[�VW\�\W�LQ[\]ZJ�\PM�W\PMZ[��1�MUMZOML�NMMTQVO�I�TQ\\TM�JQ\�UWZM�P]UIV�

2W[MXP"��0W_�[\ZMV]W][���LQٻK]T\�_I[�\PM�M`XMZQMVKM'

Thomas: It was sometimes painful, as I expected before. The 
IZ\Q[\QK� OWIT� WN � \PM� QV[\ITTI\QWV�_I[� IT_Ia[� WV� I�LQٺMZMV\� [KITM�
than the practical circumstances, time frame and economy of  
the project. It took a lot of  discipline, hard work and dedica-
tion to achieve what we did. Thanks to the crew, both the ac-
tors and the production team, I loved each and every one of  
the ten days we spent in the studio. Building up and establishing 
this was heavy––physically and mentally. Misquotations in the 
press and the fact that we are presenting and being judged in the 
world of  theatre––when I actually consider the work installation 
art––took strength to deal with. I had to quickly decide only to 
focus on the immediate reactions of  the audience rather than 
on gossip.

2W[MXP"��1[�Q\�[\ZIVOM�\W�QV\MZIK\�_Q\P�\PM�IK\WZ[�_PMV�\PMa�IZM�VW�TWVOMZ�QV�
KPIZIK\MZ'

Thomas: Before entering the universe and getting in to charac-
ter, we had spent several months out of  character building the set 

and rehearsing and deepening our characters. I primarily know 
everyone as the actors behind the roles, so no, that is not strange. 
I can, though, get sentimental, and miss some features of  a char-
acter or songs they were singing or they way they speak or walk.

2W[MXP"��)ZM�\PM�W^MZTIXXQVO�ZMITQ\QM[�WN �5-)<�IVL�TQNM�XW[\�5-)<�KWV-
N][QVO'

Thomas: Post life-MEAT is just born, and how it will feel in a 
week, I don’t know. Right now I am happy, proud, but also heart-
broken as our team is being split, and the installation is, as one of  
the actors described, “a crumbling Atlantis”.

2W[MXP"�0I[�5-)<�KPIVOML�\PM�_Ia�aW]�QV\MZIK\�_Q\P�\PM�»ZMITQ\a¼�WN �*MZ-
TQV'

Thomas: Working with this format change the way I interact 
with people in general. Though I spoke with thousands of  peo-
ple in the piece, I don’t take part in Berlin night life or socialise 
very much privately. I will enjoy being alone now for a while.

2W[MXP"�,QL�Q\�NMMT�TQSM�aW]�_MZM�LM[\ZWaQVO�I�_WZTL�\PI\�aW]�PIL�KZMI\ML'�1[�
\PI\�_WZTL�TW[\�VW_'�?PI\�SQVL�WN �_WZTL�_I[�Q\��QV�ZM\ZW[XMK\'

Thomas: The moment the sound track was shut down, the in-
stallation died. It was no longer an imbiss, a kneipe a hotel or 
someone’s home. It was just wood, material and a lot of  trash. 
Now the world only exist through the pictures, movie clips and 
and stories the actors are telling. We are collecting all the conver-
sations and material from the online forums and platforms and 
they will be presented in a book in the coming year. It is too too 
early to be retrospective.

2W[MXP"�,QL�aW]�IKPQM^M�_PI\�aW]�_IV\ML� \W�_Q\P� \PM� QV[\ITTI\QWV'�?PI\�
IZM�aW]�UW[\�XZW]L�WN '�?PI\�_W]TL�aW]�PI^M�LWVM�LQٺMZMV\Ta��PI^M�TQSML�\W�
PI^M�JMMV�LQٺMZMV\'

Thomas: I am proud of  each and every member of  our team 
IVL�PW_�[\ZWVO�_M�[\WWL�\WOM\PMZ�L]ZQVO�LQٻK]T\QM[��<PM�[]X-
port within the actors’ crew, as well as the outside support from 
the set and production team,  during the show makes me proud. 
Of  course I could never have accomplished this alone. There are 
ideas that fell out of  orbit and scenarios that I might have wanted 
\W�PI^M�\ISMV�I�LQٺMZMV\�W]\KWUM��1\�LWM[V¼\�UMIV�1�KWV[QLMZ�Q\�
wrong: it has to have it’s own life and adjust to the current mode 
of  the show or it will be forced. Maybe these ideas will have a 
better place in a future project.

2W[MXP"�?PI\�IZM�aW]�VM`\�XTIV['

Thomas: Secret!
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;_MM\�4W^M�0WUM[\Ia�<PWUI[�*W�6QT[[WV�
Photo: Jonathan Brooking



TIM FABIAN-HOFFMANN
KPIZIK\MZ�WN �2WMT··I�VQOP\�KT]J�LIVKMZ�QV�\PM�»4]KSa�;\IZ¼�_PW[M�LMI\P�

_I[�\PM�K]TUQVI\QWV�WN �\PM�5-)<�QV[\ITTI\QWV

2W[MXP"�?PI\�Q[�\PM�IN\MZTQNM�WN �5-)<�NWZ�aW]'

<QU�.IJQIV"�<PM�ÅVIT�UWUMV\[�WN �5-)<�_MZM�ZMITTa�QV\MV[M��
They were accompanied by a sound installation consisting of  
multiple layers, including noises from the audience and actors, 
sounds from the lights, songs, and sounds recorded for the instal-
lation. When the performance stopped, all those sounds were 
U]\ML�ITT�WN �I�[]LLMV��.WZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�UWUMV\�QV�ITT�\PW[M�\MV�LIa[�
on set, there was for a short time a moment of  total silence: the 
moment of  saying goodbye to the installation and to our charac-
\MZ[��1\�_I[�^MZa�MUW\QWVIT�IVL�MIKP�WVM�WN �][�PIL�I�LQٺMZMV\�IX-
proach to it. At this culminating point, I was hanging at “zu den 
drei stufen”, as they say in German, with other co-performers, 
dried blood still clinging to my body, wrapped in a towel and 
drinking a goodbye shot with the others. When I introduced my-
self  to a co-actor, whom I had only met in-character,  I realised 
that I automatically shook his hand the way Joel used to, making 
us both feel awkward for a second and leading to a funny mo-
ment that we shared.

After a night out with part of  the ensemble, I rested for hours in 
Ua�JML�JMNWZM�PMILQVO�\W�ZMPMIZ[IT[�NWZ�I�NMI\]ZM�ÅTU�1�_QTT�IK\�
in soon. There wasn’t much time for me to realise how quickly 
an entire world of  characters had closed for me––the wonderful 
[M\��Q\[�[UMTT[�IVL�Q\[�VWQ[M[��?PMV�1�ÅZ[\�_MV\�W]\�QV\W�\PM�[]J-
_Ia��PMILQVO�\W�\PM�VM`\�ZMPMIZ[IT��1�NMT\�I�JQ\�I[�QN �1�_I[�ÆWI\QVO�
between two worlds. One part of  me was very grateful, happy 
and free, and the other part was already excited and prepared 
for the next experience that was starting immediately. Due to 
this immediate jump into a new production, I was really excited 
about meeting again so soon everybody who had taken part in 
creating MEAT’s world––especially to see how it would be to 
see the people behind the characters again after these 10 days 
[XMV\�QV�I�LQٺMZMV\�_WZTL��-^MZaJWLa�OW\�Y]Q\M�QV^WT^ML�IVL�I\-
tached to their characters and their backstories, so this will be a 
very precious moment to discover the personalities behind these 
characters again.

Today, a friend sent me a picture of  the deconstructed set and it 
NMT\�ZMITTa�I_S_IZL�[MMQVO�Q\��[QVKM�WVM�SVW_[�PW_�U]KP�MٺWZ\�
was put into it, only to dismantle it in a short time to make space 
for the next production. I know this quick change from other 
theatre productions, but there you usually don’t spend 10 days of  
your life imitating a whole everyday life-sequence.

It was somehow easy saying goodbye since my character died in 
the end. But, on the other hand, it is like looking back into a peri-
od of  your own life that has naturally come to a close, like seeing 
pictures of  your old school friends or pictures from very pleasant 
class trips in school. Only that this experience is only 2 days in 
the past. Now, things start slightly to become normal again, but 
1�IU�[\QTT�[WUM\QUM[�ÅVLQVO�Ua[MTN �QUQ\I\QVO�2WMT¼[�UW^M[�QV�Ua�
LIQTa�ZW]\QVM"�M�O��_PMV�\PM�ÅZ[\�TM\\MZ�1�\aXM�_PMV�OWQVO�WVTQVM�
is the letter of  Joel’s and not my own personal email-address. 
1�ÅVL�Ua[MTN �[UQTQVO��LM[XQ\M�Ua[MTN��IVL�Q\�ZMUQVL[�UM�WN �\PM�
wonderful trip I took with MEAT, and all the loving people I 
encountered during this time. 

JOHANNES FRICK
�KPIZIK\MZ�WN �:WJQV

2W[MXP"�?PW�Q[�:WJQV'

2WPIVVM["�:WJQV�Q[�I����aMIZ�WTL�SQL�_PW�_I[�VM^MZ�IJTM�\W�ÅVQ[P�
school,  got into a neo-nazi pressure group through his former 
boyfriend, where he was forced to hide his homosexuality. His 
dream is to become a rich stockbroker one day.

2W[MXP"�?PI\�Q[�Q\�TQSM�\W�KWUM�JIKS�\W�»ZMITQ\a¼�IN\MZ�TQ^QVO�QV�I�����PW]Z�
QV[\ITTI\QWV'��?PI\�Q[�Q\�TQSM�X]TTQVO�LW_V�\PM�[M\[�WN �I�_PWTM�_WZTL�aW]¼^M�
TQ^ML�QV��_ITSQVO�LW_V�\PM�[\ZMM\�IVL�[MMQVO�\PM�KPIZIK\MZ[�\PI\�QVPIJQ\�»\PQ[¼�
_WZTL'�7Z�UMM\QVO�NMTTW_�IK\WZ[�IOIQV�QV�\PQ[�_WZTL��_PMV�aW]�PIL�OZW_V�\W�
SVW_�\PMU�U]KP�JM\\MZ�Ja�\PMQZ�[\IOM�VIUM[�QV�5-)<'

Johannes: Reentering the MEAT-installation on April 14th, 
\PM�UIOQK� Q[� OWVM�� 1� [MM�� \PZW]OP� \MIZ[��Ua� WTL� ÆI\� KWV[Q[\QVO�
WN �VW\PQVO�J]\�I�XQMKM�WN �KIZXM\��WV�\PM�ÆWWZ�WN �\PM�P]OM�JTIKS�
;KPI]J]MPVM�;\]LQW��<PMZM¼[�4]SI[¼�ÆI\��_PMZM� 1�_I[�UISQVO�
W]\�_Q\P�2WMT��0MVVQVO�IVL�8M\MZ��1�Å`ML�\PM�KIZXM\�WN �\PQ[�ZWWU�
to the ground. There’s the Kneipe, where I got a Toast Hawaii. 
Now, the wall in the back, where the stage used to be, has disap-
peared. The corridor where the blow job scene took place is just 
I�JTIKS�TQVM�WV�\PM�ÆWWZ�IVL�\PM�4]KSa�;\IZ�C\PM�6QOP\�+T]JE�Q[�
VW_�XIKSML�_Q\P�KIZ\WV[�ÅTTML�_Q\P�XZWX[��<PMZM��:WJQV�LIVKML�
the pole from time to time, but could never get a client in the 
room upstairs… but, hey, John made a movie about him there. 
And then there are all the other rooms, where I got to know so 
many marvelous people, where I had so many beautiful experi-
ences as someone much more stupid and naïve than myself: a 
guy called Robin, that i will probably miss––a little. We packed 
up the last pieces of  a dream that for ten days was our reality, 
and at 1am I am leaving the Studio. I weirdly feel I have put this 
dream into boxes with all the bitter-sweetness of  its disappear-
ance. But I know that in those boxes our memories live on, in a 
container belonging to Thomas Bo, who gave us this amazing 
present. I hope so much that someday I will meet some of  them 
again, in another context, as well as those crazy and beautiful 
and beloved people that were all part of  this.
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ACADEMIC EXPOSURE
Architectonic Theater, Adela Bravo, UDK 
‘To Boldly Go Where No Man Has Gone Before’. Die Faszination des Unbekannten: Raum, Benjamin Wihstutz, HU
MEAT, Dr. Karen Kramer, Stanford University
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032c Vimeo
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5WZO]VJTIòQò"�¹6nT¥Oò�^Qò�[SMTÅTMO\�WNJMTLQº��0MTOQ�;V¥Z�;QO]Zò[[WV��
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Sugarhigh: “digital cannibal” 
Les Flaneurs: “Verdorbene Fleischeslust” (Katharina Röben)
Exberliner: “MEAT: The brutaility on your doorstept” 
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